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The New England Chapter meeting was well attended. The members first heard from Cathy Curtis, formerly 
with the Maine Department of Motor Vehicles and currently AAMVA’s Director of Vehicle Programs. She 
gave an insightful look at the various issues associated with making autonomous vehicles a reality. Along with 
the human element interacting (or not) with the 6 levels of automation, there is the physical elements such as 
weather, collaborating technology, and road infrastructure. One of the concerns, especially for Google, is the 
condition of line striping which is used to direct their autonomous cars. Snow, ice, and faded lines don’t help. 

An interesting question posed to Cathy was on the use of automotive “black boxes”. These devices collect 
significant data on crashes which NHTSA requires. Would that information be shared? Cathy said that there is 
no answer for that right now because there are numerous privacy issues to overcome.  

Next up were Natasha Fatu and Colin Baummer, Traffic Safety Engineers from the Connecticut DOT. They 
gave an overview of the state’s traffic safety program’s progress in reducing crashes in curves and improved 
signage. With 40% of crashes occurring in curves due to driver error, the DOT sought to find ways to “engineer 
for behavior”. They installed 40 miles of centerline rumble strips to reduce lane departure (a large problem in 
Connecticut) and plan to add 200 this season and 200 next season. They also installed 20 miles of mumble strips 
but found out that even though they reduced to noise factor significantly, if not installed correctly, the centerline 
gets chewed up and restriping is needed quickly.  

Their review of signage found out that many were obsolete, ineffective, or not consistent. They have embarked 
on rectifying the most glaring examples. They are looking to bring signs closer to the MUTCD and 
retroreflectivity standards. In addition, pedestrian crossing areas are being looked at from where pedestrians 
actually cross (which may be mid-block or elsewhere). So far, they have updated signs with flashers, consistent 
color (yellow being the major issue), and standardizing sizes in over 250 locations. 

Future projects will look at horizontal curves, nighttime flashers, high friction surface treatments, and road 
diets. 

Bill Lambert, State Traffic Engineer, New Hampshire DOT, reported that at their May meeting, the New 
England State Traffic Engineers reviewed pavement markings at railroad grade crossings, decorative traffic 
signal boxes, posting project identification signs with contact numbers, qualifications for Traffic Signal 
Technicians, horizontal curve compliance, better distance measurements on destination guide signage, and 
speed reduction entering and within a work zone. He also noted that there is a high interest among the state’s in 
the use and promotion of zipper merges. 

For chapter business, the Guardrail Committee gave an update on MASH. Pavement Markings discussed how 
different automotive headlamps can vary significantly in output, which can affect sight distances.  

The next meeting will be on March 21, 2017 in Portland Maine. On the agenda is the cold weather application 
of pavement markings, grooving, pavement marking and line maintenance for autonomous vehicles, TMA, 
zipper merge, and fundraising options.  

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures follow: 

 



 

Catherin Curtis, Director, Vehicle Programs, American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators 
(AAMVA) 

 

 

Natasha Fatu and Colin Baummer, Traffic Safety Engineers, Connecticut Department of Transportation 

 



 

Meeting was held at the Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Center, in Worcester. 

 

 

Neil Boudreau, State Traffic Engineer, MassDOT. 


